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Stability Analysis of the ITER PF Coils
Laura Savoldi Richard, Denis Bessette, and Roberto Zanino

Abstract—The 1D stability analysis of a subset of the Inter-
national Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor (ITER) Poloidal
Field (PF) coils, namely PF2, PF3, PF5, is presented, using the
Mithrandir code. Different combinations of lengths and durations
are considered for the stability disturbance, applied to the super-
conducting cable during the most critical operating condition. In
all cases the computed energy margin is well above the presently
expected disturbance on the coils.

Index Terms—Fusion reactors, ITER, stability, superconducting
magnets.

I. INTRODUCTION

T HE documentation of the International Thermonuclear
Experimental Reactor (ITER) conductors is being up-

dated with respect to the last version, dating now back to 2001
[1]. As a part of that effort, the stability analysis of the whole set
of coils—Toroidal Field (TF), Poloidal Field (PF) and Central
Solenoid (CS)—is being performed at Politecnico di Torino
with updated tools, scenarios, conductor designs.

The general approach we use is follows: the most critical con-
ductor in the winding pack, as well as the most critical loca-
tion along it, from the point of view of the temperature margin,
is identified by a global analysis using the Vincenta code [2],
which also provides the initial and boundary conditions for the
stability study, as well as the heat load distribution on the con-
ductor due to AC losses, nuclear heating and thermal conduc-
tion/radiation. With this input, we perform a local 1D stability
analysis using the Mithrandir code [3], restricted to the most
critical conductor; a much finer grid can then be afforded than
by Vincenta, allowing capturing the details of normal zone ini-
tiation and possible recovery to the superconducting state.

In [4] the results of the stability analysis for the TF coils were
presented. Here, the stability analysis of the reference NbTi con-
ductors for the PF2, 3, 5 coils is presented. Different combina-
tions of lengths (1 cm to 1 m) and durations (1 ms to 100 ms) are
considered for the stability disturbance, applied to the supercon-
ducting cable during the most critical operating condition. The
independence of the results from the grid size and time step is
carefully verified, as well as their parametric sensitivity to the
choice of the heat transfer coefficient between strands and he-
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TABLE I
PF REFERENCE NbTi CONDUCTOR DATA

lium. Finally, some details of the thermal-hydraulic transient are
discussed, in order to explain how the decision between quench
and recovery is taken for the different disturbance scenarios.

II. DEFINITION OF THE INPUT

A. Conductor Data

The major input parameters concerning the reference conduc-
tors are summarized in Table I below. The same strand critical
properties are assumed in all coils, as given in [5], with con-
ductor .

B. Input From Global Vincenta Analysis

The most critical location in time and space
from the point of view of the temperature margin

and, as such, most suitable for the localization of the stability
disturbance, is identified first. Several consecutive plasma
pulses are carried out until quasi-repetitive operating con-
ditions are achieved along the coil in terms of temperature,
pressure and mass flow rate, during the 4th pulse, leading to

, 5930 s and 5500 s, respectively, for PF2, PF3,
PF5 (i.e., basically at the peak current/field instants in Fig. 1
below); the center of the disturbance is then localized where
the temperature margin at is minimum, that is ,
47.9 m, 24.3 m, for PF2, PF3, PF5 (i.e., basically where the
field is maximum in Fig. 2 below), along pancake # 5, 8, 10,
respectively.

C. Other Input Assumptions

For the friction factors in the cable region and central channel
the correlations reported in [6], have been used.
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Fig. 1. Current scenarios for the first 4 pulses in PF2, 3, 5 (The dwell and
current ramp-up to initial magnetization phases of the 4th pulse omitted, as the
temperature margin is anyway higher for those periods of time.)

Fig. 2. Magnetic field (top) and corresponding temperature margin distribution
(bottom) along the most critical pancake for PF2 (solid), PF3 (dashed), PF5
(dash-dotted). The minimum location on each curve is indicated by arrows.

The following heat transfer coefficients have been assumed
in the reference calculation: Dittus-Boelter correlation between
strands and helium (no transient component) as well as between
jacket and helium, series of thermal resistors between bundle
helium and hole helium (Dittus-Boelter bundle side, heat con-
duction through spiral where present, Dittus-Boelter hole side),
while the direct contact heat transfer between strands and jacket
is neglected.

The maximum (fixed) time step and grid size that can
be used for the analysis of each disturbance have been deter-
mined by a suitable numerical convergence study, see Fig. 3
below. The above-mentioned grid size refers to a zone around

Fig. 3. Summary of results of numerical convergence studies in time (a) and
space (b) for the different disturbances.

TABLE II
DISTURBANCE SCENARIOS

, whereas in the rest of the conductor a mesh size 100 times
larger is typically used.

D. Disturbance Scenarios

The disturbance scenarios (duration and length L of the
square wave heat pulses applied to the conductors at , centered
around ), are summarized in Table II. The disturbances are of
various natures, including short duration/short length (1 cm/1
ms) pulses for the simulation of a disturbance of mechanical
origin and long duration/long length (10 m, 0.1 s) pulses for the
simulation of a disturbance of electromagnetic origin.

The stability threshold is automatically searched by
Mithrandir simulations via a scan of amplitudes Q (W/m) for
each disturbance analysed and it is bracketed by a maximum
recovery energy (MRE) and by a minimum quench energy
(MQE), given in terms of energies E per cubic centimeter of
strand, . By definition, a transient is assumed to
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TABLE III
COMPUTED MQE AND MRE �������� �

���� � �� of strand

end with a recovery, as soon as the maximum electric field after
the end of the pulse falls/stays below 10 , i.e. below the

, while it is assumed to end with a quench as soon as a
voltage larger than 0.1 V is computed along the entire pancake.

III. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

A. Summary

The results of our analysis for the whole set of disturbances
and the whole set of conductor/coil are summarized in terms of
MQE/MRE in Table III below.

It may be noted that the MQE directly depends, as expected
for a given disturbance, on the temperature margin of the partic-
ular conductor/coil, see Fig. 2. For a given conductor/coil, the
MQE increases in most cases when going from disturbances of
large duration and length to shorter disturbances (in space and/or
time).

If compared with preliminary estimates of the energy per
of strand (ccst) deposited by mechanical disturbance [5], and/or
plasma disruption [7], performed in the past, the PF2, 3, 5 con-
ductors/coils are predicted here to be stable by a large margin.

B. Detailed Analysis for the PF3 Conductor/Coil

For the intermediate case of the PF3, see Table III, we pro-
vide here some insight and comments on the evolution of the
thermal-hydraulic transient after the disturbance is applied and
in particular on how this detailed dynamics, simulated by the
Mithrandir code, leads to the decision on quench/recovery. Also
the parametric effect of different heat transfer coefficients be-
tween strands and helium will be discussed.

In the first place, we show in Fig. 3 the result of the space
and time numerical convergence study performed for PF3. The
results above and below have been obtained with and
such as to give mesh-independent results. It may be seen that up
to more than steps are needed to resolve the pulse in time
while as little as 10 nodes are sufficient to resolve the pulse in
space.

We now consider the details of the computed thermal-hy-
draulic transient following the short (0.01 m/1 ms) disturbance
and compare with the transients following the (1 m/100 ms).
In both cases an important role is obviously played by the
time scale over which the helium becomes thermally
coupled to the strands. From the 0D transient energy balance

Fig. 4. Results of (1 cm/1 ms) pulse analysis: (a) evolution of voltage for MQE
(solid) and MRE input (dashed), evolution of strand temperature in the center of
the initially heated region for MQE (dash-dotted)—the thick line indicates the
end of the pulse; (b) normal zone propagation in characteristics plane for MQE
(dots) and MRE (solid).

this can be roughly es-
timated as

–10
ms.

In the (1 cm/1 ms) case , therefore the voltage,
the temperature and the normal zone (NZ) length
evolve adiabatically and monotonically during the heating, see
Fig. 4(a). Shortly after the end of the heating the voltage starts
decreasing as the normal zone contracts because of coupling
to the cold helium at the NZ boundary, see Fig. 4(b). Then,
after sufficient hot helium starts expanding away from the
originally heated region, the NZ starts propagating upstream
and downstream until the downstream (background) flow of
cold helium pushes it back again, leading to a significant drop
of the voltage, see again Fig. 4(a). Only at this time, i.e. on a
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Fig. 5. Results of (1 m/100 ms) pulse analysis: (a) evolution of voltage for
MQE (solid) and MRE input (dashed), evolution of strand temperature in the
center of the initially heated region for MQE (dash-dotted)—the thick line indi-
cates the end of the pulse; (b) normal zone propagation in characteristics plane
for MQE (dots) and MRE (solid).

much longer time scale than , the system decides between
quench and recovery. Note that monotonically decreases
after the pulse as the NZ is being carried downstream by the
background flow, even in the case of the quench.

In the (1 m/100 ms) case, on the contrary, , there-
fore the voltage starts decreasing already during the pulse, see
Fig. 5(a), again because of coupling to the cold helium which
leads to a contraction of the NZ, see Fig. 5(b). Then, similarly
to the case above, expansion of hot helium leads to propagation
of the quench upstream and downstream until both temperature
and voltage collapse at the end of the pulse. Here, the decision
between quench and recovery is quickly taken, i.e., on a time
scale of the same order of , and in the case of the quench
quickly starts increasing again.

Part of the features discussed above is related to the de-
pendence of the DB heat transfer coefficient on the Reynolds
number (effect of the induced flow). The parametric effect of
different heat transfer coefficients between strands and helium
on the stability margin (MQE) has also been investigated. The
heat transfer coefficient has been varied in the range between
500 and 5000 , showing a very limited im-
pact on the stability margin, as opposed to what happened for
the TF coils [4]. This is due to the fact that the PF conductors,
in view of their very high temperature margin, are already in the
well-cooled region with 500 , therefore their stability
is not significantly affected by a further increase of the heat
transfer coefficient.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND PERSPECTIVE

The ITER PF conductor documentation has been updated
with respect to the stability of PF2, 3, 5. In all cases the com-
puted energy margin is well above the presently expected dis-
turbance on the coils. We plan to complete the analysis of the
PF coils by including the PF6.

The same methodology shall eventually be applied to the sta-
bility analysis of the CS conductors and coil, thus completing
the original task of updating the documentation for the whole
ITER magnet system.
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